HOWIEZOWIE'S CHAIN MAIL BIRTHS
“THE PSYCHEDELIC SUITE”
If you’ve traveled the world as a musician, guitar tech (and even a
nearly decade long hitch in the US military), and you’ve met
ridiculously talented musicians along the way, what do you do to
maximize the benefits - for yourself and the world - of that experience?
If you’re HowieZowie (nee Kittelson), you spend years weaving together
strands of musical ingenuity via a high tech pen-pal relationship.
The old music business joke was that a player would find a suitable part
and “phone it in.” With the advent of digital technology and filesharing, it became possible to do precisely that, allowing musicians who
have never met each other to perform and record “together,” even if
they never have been.
“Chain Mail” is the name of the amorphous aggregation of friends
around the world who contributed to what ultimately became “The
Psychedelic Suite.” It is a ball of sound, dense with ideas and innuendos,
that confounds as much as it delights upon first listen.
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But let's trace this unfolding story back to its odd beginning:
We are all influenced by the music we hear as children, and Howie's
experience was no different. When he was a 3 year old toddler, Howie
first heard Frank Zappa's “Hot Rats”, and knew – instantly – that it
was music unlike anything he had heard, or would hear in subsequent
years.
HZ: “I was born in Anchorage, Alaska in November 1966. My mom and I
moved in with my aunt and uncle after my parents divorced. My uncle
Gary “Alaska” Sloan is a renowned bluesman and promoter that played a
major role in shaping the state's music scene. I started my life living with
musicians and hearing them rehearse. It left an indelible mark that
informed nearly everything that came after. How music is played and
should sound, the smells and tactile sensations of instruments and
records. At three, we moved to California – I with Zappa, The Beatles and
psychedelic blues as a soundtrack. A love of music, especially guitars, in
my heart.”

And so it is that while Howie harbours huge love for The Beatles,
Hendrix and a great number of other artists to whom he would be
introduced later, his north star has remained since age three the
unpredictable, unquantifiable, multi-directional, awe-inspiring prolific
output of Frank Zappa.
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It has always been difficult to get from music lovers a consensual
reading on Frank Zappa. Sometimes moved by mere whimsy, sometimes
by musical virtuosity, sometimes by disgust – including for some of his
own audience – Zappa could by turns be warm and lovable, musically
bold and pioneering, or simply scathing and sarcastic, even toward the
very people who loved his music.
Repulsed by hypocrisy, ignorance, stupidity and the brainless pursuit of
musical fads, Zappa often mocked the nascent hippie movement back in
the day. (“Is that a real Poncho, or is it a Sears poncho?”) Equally
disgusted by the music business weasels who set the ground rules of
what was and wasn't acceptable, Frank's output often referenced them
over the decades that were the span of his career. From the early release
“We're Only In It For The Money” in the 1960's, to “Bobby Brown”
and beyond, snide comments about the state of the music business were
a recurring staple of Frank's oeuvre.
Rejected early on by a music industry apparatchik at Dot Records for
having “no commercial potential,” Frank subsequently often
brandished that put-down with gusto, reminding all and sundry that his
subsequent success came not as the result of endless helping hands in
the music business, but despite such antipathy within the business
toward his craft.
At the time Frank's music was dismissed for having “no commercial
potential,” the music business was largely obsessed with marketing teen
sensations, pretty boy singers of variable talents performing simple,
catchy melodies designed to attract the human ear with musical
pleasantries. By contrast with such assembly-line manufactured
“beauty,” Frank's music was deliberately designed to challenge longheld assumptions of what was possibly marketable to a mass audience.
Compared to their music, Frank's was “ugly,” and compared to the
pretty boys who fronted for that manufactured music, Frank was
deemed physically “ugly,” too.
Yet Frank persevered, often releasing three albums a year. With so
massive and often prickly a musical body of work, it is possible to
devote one's entire life to the study of that output. And a good chunk of
HowieZowie's life has been spent doing precisely that.
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HZ: “I spent most of my youth absorbing and dissecting The Beatles, as
well as the usual suspects. Zappa always loomed large, but his music was
a journey I had to take largely on my own. It was nearly impossible to find
fellow fans, information – even his albums. Something always pulled me
towards Frank and his wide reaching influence never failed to astound
me. I began to note that in the realm of serious musicians, his depth of
influence and the level of respect he garnered were unparalleled. I figured
I was on to something. In the late 80's/early 90's a lot of things came
together that sent me on what would be a lifelong near scholarly
dedication to Zappa's music. Notably being stationed in Germany for three
years where his music was much more appreciated than in the States,
Frank's autobiography and his insightful liner notes in that era's archival
releases.”
If it seems compulsive to expend so much time and energy in the study
of that one artist's music, it is actually a reflection of Zappa's own life.
Early on, Zappa stumbled upon a little-known contemporary classicalstyle composer named Edgard Varese, who had often – like Zappa –
been dismissed for making ugly music that provoked the ear rather than
seduced it.
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Zappa became an outspoken Varese supporter and attempted to expose
his work to a mass audience. Just as later musicians – like HowieZowie
– would support and try to expose Zappa's work to a wider audience.
Zappa often quoted Varese's observation: “The modern day composer
refuses to die.” It was as true of Zappa when he quoted it, as it remains
today of HowieZowie and others who toil to make the intangible
tangible, and the surreal real.
It is a measure of HowieZowie's commitment to the Zappa catalogue of
music that he approached Zappa's widow Gail with a request to devote
a weekly radio show to Zappa's music, and the concentric circles of
other artists who flowed from or intersected with that fount. Given the
green light to proceed, Howie has now hosted “Conceptual Continuity”
on Bangor, Maine's WERU-FM for five years, and overseen the show's
syndication to a number of other radio outlets around the US.
We could at this juncture dwell at length on Howie's own musical
evolution over the years, learning to play guitar and a variety of other
instruments in a fistful of hopeful teenage bands. We could likewise
itemize the years HowieZowie spent on the road with a variety of bands,
serving as roadie, sound guy, light guy, guitar tech, bodyguard,
accountant, merch table guru, and much, much more. But let's dispense
with this opportunity to shamelessly name-drop some of the biggest
artists of the past 4 decades, and key in upon what all this experience
led Howie to create.
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“The Psychedelic Suite” is the result of years of Howie patiently
allowing his musical friends around the globe – recruited for their talent
and willingness to risk, not their box office marquee value – to add
layers of their own ideas to musical files that were passed from one set
of hands to another, each grafting onto the finished product their own
conception of what the music required of them. Hence, the brilliance
displayed in picking the name “Chain Mail” for the aggregation that
made the finished work possible.

HZ: “My uncle Gary arguably had a major influence on me, but he didn't
even know it. He and my aunt Keran divorced shortly after I moved away
and it wasn't until the internet age that we reconnected. Upon playing
some of my demos, he introduced me to his son James Vincent Sloan,
noting we shared a similar musical aesthetic. Half my age, born in the
same city and clearly having the same 'musical DNA' - we bonded
immediately. He the mad scientist and I the alchemist – both literally and
figuratively. We began collaborating musically via the Internet, both
bringing in friends and family. After everyone involved (as well as
everyone who heard it) enjoyed the fruits of our labour, we decided to
record an album proper. The result is a concept album on many levels: the
concept of music being made for the sake of art; the concept of concept
albums themselves (the gist being that most concept albums are such
simply because someone says so); the concept of conceptual continuity;
the concept of sub-genres (Psychedelic, Progressive, Fusion) and how the
specific ones mentioned came to be. To the last point, this is an album that
would have been near impossible to make in any other era – certainly not
with a budget of zero (except for manufacturing proper). In that regard, it
was a way to return to the “gathering of the vibes” approach that created
much of the late 60's/early 70's music we love so much. A group of people
from all over the world, different ages and skill sets, from various genres,
any instrument goes, from the simply passionate to the über-experienced –
the difference being that the performances were gathered together on my
laptop, rather than a happening in a living room in Height-Ashbury.”
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Like the best of Zappa's music, and others of his ilk, “The Psychedelic
Suite” consists of multiple musical flavours blended in such a way that
they each reveal themselves slowly, rewarding repeated listens with
additional insights and epiphanies not always immediately evident upon
first listen. What first seems disconcerting to a listener becomes
enthralling, and what first sounds melodic and pleasant can devolve into
something disquieting, only to resolve on a cloud of musical warmth.

JVS: “For James {AKA The Purples} Chain Mail “The Psychedelic Suite”
album simultaneously embodies two superficially-opposing indulgences:
The Internal and The External. Many lyrical & musical themes of the
album [such as introspection, hallucination, cosmic absurdity, the outcast,
the Somnambulistically-Esoteric Anti-Enlightenment Implosion] are
associated with the inner-reaching, the solipsist, the isolated. In stark
contrast, the process of developing and assembling the album represent
global networking, open-mindedness, and healthful embrace of the
proximity afforded by The Internet: The album is a product of
collaboration among dozens of artists throughout North America and
Europe. The audio elements that comprise the album transcend not only
geographical distances [insurmountable not so long in the past], but time
as well. Samples chosen date back to the 1960s and original audio
captures date back to the 1990s, long before the conception of the album.
Reflecting on this project, The Purples realizes the scale and scope of the
album is awesomely staggering. The Purples hopes you find some eternity
within the audio.”
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Current-day music industry weasels may – as they did with Zappa, and
Varese before him – maintain that “The Psychedelic Suite” has “no
commercial potential.” Are the lyrics catchy? Is the beat dance-able?
Does the chorus refrain get sung to death? It is a radio-friendly unitshifter?
But such observations were wrong in Zappa's case, and would be
equally inapplicable to “The Psychedelic Suite.”
And they are beside the point: both artists have pursued their own
particular paths, monetary considerations be damned. Both artists have
created music that is uniquely fresh for – and reflective of - their
respective times, and outside the bounds of what the music industry
thinks marketable. That speaks volumes more about the music business
than it does about the music.
After a lifetime spent in the music business – a life that will continue to
be spent there until there is no more – HowieZowie has finally found a
comfortable musical home. It is comfortable precisely because Howie
designed and built it himself, with the help of good friends who agreed
to accompany him on this adventure, wherever it may have led.
And what an adventure it has been; what a creation it has wrought.

For more information, contact:
Howie Kittelson - 519-902-9965
howiezowieguitars@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/chainmailmusic
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